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Measurements and predictions of the 6s6p 1,3P1 lifetimes in the Hg isoelectronic sequence
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Experimental and theoretical values for the lifetimes of the 6s6p1P1 and 3P1 levels in the Hg isoelectronic
sequence are examined in the context of a data-based isoelectronic systematization. New beam-foil measure-
ments for lifetimes in Pb III and Bi IV are reported and included in a critical evaluation of the available
database. These results are combined withab initio theoretical calculations and linearizing parametrizations to
make predictive extrapolations for ions with 84<Z<92.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methods that have recently been used to predictively s
tematize experimental measurements and theoretical cal
tions for the lowest resonance and intercombination l
strengths in the Be@1,2#, Sn @3#, and Cd@4# isoelectronic
sequences are extended to study the Hg sequence. New
time measurements are reported, together with a crit
evaluation of the existing database, and new multiconfigu
tion Dirac-Hartree-Fock~MCDHF! ab initio calculations are
performed. These results are combined to make extrapola
predictions using sensitive linearizing semiempirical me
ods.

The usefulness of this study for the Hg sequence can
elucidated by a comparison with the homologous Cd
quence. For the Cd sequence, the 48-electron system is
ficiently complex to make its theoretical specification ch
lenging, yet the fact that it begins in the midrange ofZ
permits it to be followed isoelectronically through man
stages of ionization before reaching the highZ limitations on
nuclear stability. In contrast, for the Hg sequence the
electron system is substantially more complex, and only
first four members are radioactively stable. However, whil
is more difficult to measure the atomic structure properties
the radioactive members, their atomic properties are no
significant in, e.g., modeling calculations of radiation tran
fer in fusion plasmas. Thus, the use of semiempirical me
ods to accurately extrapolate measurements for HgI, Tl II , Pb
III , and Bi IV through Hg-like uranium and the transuraniu
ions is highly desirable.

For the Cd sequence, plunging levels from the unfilledf
subshell perturb the 5s5p levels aboveZ560 and eventually
replace 5s2 as the ground state. In the Hg sequence,
calculations indicate that the 6s6p and 6s2 levels remain
below the plunging levels from the 5f and 5g subshells for
all ions through uranium. Thus these resonance and in
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combination transitions can be expected to dominate the
diative transfer among any of the ions in this sequence wh
ever they exist in a hot plasma environment.

In the study presented here, new beam-foil measurem
for the intercombination transition lifetimes for PbIII and Bi
IV are reported, together with a critical evaluation of t
available database of lifetime measurements. In addit
MCDHF calculations@5# of energy levels and line strength
are reported that include the effects of core-valence corr
tion. Both the experimental and theoretical results are t
systematized using a semiempirical linearization that ac
rately isoelectronically smooths and extrapolates the res
to high Z. The formulation builds on earlier studies of th
sequence@6,7#, incorporating refinements@2,3# recently
made that substantially improve the systematization.

II. SEMIEMPIRICAL FORMULATION

In the semiempirical formulation used here, thens2 1S0
2nsnp1P1 resonance transition and thens2 1S02nsnp3P1
intercombination transition are treated jointly by removi
the effects of intermediate coupling through the use o
singlet-triplet mixing angleu @3,8# that is empirically evalu-
ated from energy-level data.

In the nonrelativistic approximation, these two transitio
are described by the same radial dipole transition elemen
the corresponding relativistic formulation, each of these
dial transition elements becomes a separate admixture of
j j radial matrix elements.

It has been shown earlier@2# that both theLS singlet-
triplet mixing in the angular wave function and thej j mixing
in the radial wave function can be simultaneously taken i
account fors2-sp transitions through the specification of
second effective mixing angle, denoted here byj. Theoreti-
cal calculations have shown@2# that the radial mixing angle
j is usually quite small unless there are strong cancella
effects. Moreover, in cases in whichj becomes significant, it
usually affects only ions near the neutral end of the seque
whereu is smallest. Until now, this correction has been a
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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plied @2# only to the Be 2s222s2p sequence, where theLS
singlet-triplet mixing of the neutral ion is so small that thej j
radial mixing becomes non-negligible. For the Mg, Zn, a
Cd sequences, theLS singlet-triplet mixing angle is large
compared to thej j radial mixing angle for all ions in the
sequence. However, for the Hg sequence our calculat
show that these corrections are significant for the neutral
singly ionized members of the sequence.

For the unbranchedns2 1S02nsnp1P1 resonance and
ns2 1S02nsnp3P1 intercombination transitions, the lin
strengthsS(res) andS(int) can be deduced from the life
timest and the transition wavelengthsl using

S5@l~Å !/1265.38#3 3/t~ns!. ~1!

In the absence of significant configuration interaction, b
the energy levels and the line strengths can be characte
by the singlet-triplet mixing angle amplitudes that couple
J51 levels. It has been shown@8# that these can be modele
using a one-to-one mapping of the three independent sep
tions among thensnp3P0 , 3P1 , 3P2, and 1P1 experimental
energy levels onto a set of three effective Slater parame
G1 ,m1 ,m2 ~corresponding to the electron-electron exchan
and the diagonal and off-diagonal magnetic interactions!. It
has been shown@4,3# that the intermediate coupling can b
parametrized in terms of a singlet-triplet mixing angleu pre-
scribed from the energy-level measurements as

cot 2u5~4G11m1!/A8m2 . ~2!

It has also been shown@2# that the effects of difference
between the$ j , j 8%5$1/2,3/2% and$1/2,1/2% relativistic radial
transition matricesR13 andR11 can be incorporated into th
characterization through a similar type of mixing anglej
which, if small, can be prescribed throughab initio calcula-
tions along an isoelectronic sequence using the relation
@2#

tanj5A2~R132R11!/~2R131R11!. ~3!

These values foru and j can be used to further conve
measured lifetime data to the reduced line strengthsSr(res)
andSr(int) @2#,

Sr~res![S~res!/cos2~u2j!, ~4!

Sr~ int![S~ int!/sin2~u2j!. ~5!

These quantities are proportional to the squared radial t
sition matrices~the weighted sum 2R13

2 1R11
2 for the relativ-

istic formulation!. It has been observed that line strengt
and mixing angles can often be represented by fitting fu
tions of the form@4#

Z2Sr>SH@11B/~Z2C1!#, ~6!

cot 2u>D1E/~Z2C2! ~7!

as is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Similarly, the radial tran
tion element ratios were found here to be well represented
04250
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R13/R11> f 1g/~Z2C3!p. ~8!

HereZ is the nuclear charge andB,Ci ,D,E, f ,g,p are least-
squares adjusted fitting constants.SH could also be evaluated
as a fitting parameter, but it has been observed@9# that for
very largeZ this quantity tends to approach the hydrogen
limit

SH→9n2~n221!/2. ~9!

For n56, this yieldsSH55670.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Ab initio theoretical calculations were performed to te
the persistence to higherZ of the regularities exhibited by the
empirical data. With increasing ionicity, it is expected th

FIG. 1. Isoelectronic plot of cot 2u vs 1/(Z278). The symbols
~O! denote the values obtained from the measured data, and
solid line represents a fit of these values to Eq.~7!. The short-
dashed lines trace the MCDHF values obtained from the ratio
these two amplitudes in each of the twoJ51 CSF’s. The symbol
(L) is the high-Z asymptotic value 0.353 55 . . . . Thelong-dashed
line traces the corrected value cot(2u22j).

FIG. 2. Isoelectronic plot of theZ2Sr vs 1/(Z275) for the low-
est resonance~X! and intercombination~O! lines. The symbol (L)
represents the asymptotic value 5670 and the solid lines repre
fits to Eq.~6! reported here.
2-2
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the system will be increasingly influenced by configurati
interaction and relativistic effects. MCDHF calculations i
troduce both additional configurations and the possibility
a significant dependence uponJ of the radial transition ele-
ments, and can test whether such a system can be chara
ized at higherZ by the effective mixing angles and reduce
line strengths defined here. However, since the MCD
code treats contributions important at very highZ ~e.g., the
Breit interaction andqed corrections! only perturbatively,
there are also limitations to the validity of the theory.

A number of earlier theoretical studies of this sequen
have been made. Some have involved specific ions in
sequence@10–13#. Others have utilized a model potenti
that requires measured spectroscopic data for the evalu
of parameters@14,15#, and are not applicable to the enti
isoelectronic sequence. One calculation using the multic
figuration relativistic random-phase approximation@16# stud-
ied the entire sequence, but neglected core polarization
fects and thus yielded poor agreement@17# with experiment.

The multiconfiguration expansion used here was desig
to qualitatively capture both valence and core-valen
correlation (V1CV) effects. For the even-parity
states, the expansion was obtained by single and do
excitations of the electrons from the reference
$5d106s2, 5d106p2, 5d106d2J50% to an active set of or-
bitals $6s, 6p, 6d, s, p, d, f, g%, with the constraint of
creating at most one hole in the 4d subshell. The expansio
for the odd-parity states was generated in a similar man
starting with the reference set$5d106s6p, 5d106p6d J
50,1,2%, and using the same active set of orbitals as in
case of the even-parity states. The resulting multiconfigu
tion expansion contained 733 even-parity relativistic co
figuration state functions~CSF’s! of total angular momentum
J50, and 5557 odd-parity CSF’s withJ50,1,2.

The radial orbitals were generated using the optimal le
~OL! model. The even-parity level selected for targeting h
6s2 as its dominant eigenvector component. The odd-pa
states were treated using the extended optimal level m
~EOL!: four levels~oneJ50, twoJ51, and oneJ52) were
targeted under the requirement that the dominant eigenve
component of each selected level be the~nonrelativistic!
CSF 6s6p. The sets of radial orbitals describing the eve
parity and the odd-parity states were optimized indep
dently. The radial orbitals were determined in stages, gra
ally increasing the set of active orbitals. All the core orbita
(1s•••5d) were generated by simultaneous optimization
a valence-correlation calculation that included the ev
parity J50 levels of$6s2, 6p2, 6d2% and the odd-parityJ
50,1,2 levels of$6s6p, 6p6d%. The 6s, 6p, and 6d orbitals
were determined variationally in aV1CV calculation with
the active orbital set$6s, 6p, 6d%, using the core orbitals
from the previous calculation. In these two initial stages
the calculation, the levels were assigned statistical weigh
the energy functional. In the next stage, the correlation or
als $s,p,d% were added to the active set. The rest of t
radial orbitals were taken from the previous calculation, a
kept frozen in the variational procedure to determine the
04250
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relation orbitals$s,p,d%. Lastly, $ f ,g% were added in a simi-
lar manner. In the two final stages, the levels were assig
equal weights in the energy functional.

IV. NEW MEASUREMENTS FOR THE 3P1 LEVELS
IN PB III AND BI IV

The empirical linearity of the plot ofZ2Sr vs 1/(Z2C1)
is well established for the resonance transitions, but for
intercombination transitions near the neutral end of the
quence, the small mixing and long lifetimes make these
terminations more uncertain.

Attempts were made in a 1996 study of TlII @7# to verify
the linear trends for the intercombination line strengt
Based on a linear extrapolation of the high-Z asymptote and
the reduced line strengths obtained from the earlier lifeti
measurements made at the University of Alberta@18–20# for
Bi IV and PbIII , a prediction for the TlII intercombination
lifetime of 3162 ns was obtained. A measurement of th
quantity was made at the Toledo Heavy Ion Accelera
~THIA ! laboratory, which yielded 3963 ns. Since the dis-
crepancy is more than two standard deviations~uncertainties
combined in quadrature!, this motivated further study to de
termine whether it indicates a breakdown of the semiem
ical linearity, systematic experimental uncertainties,
simple statistical scatter in a normal sample distribution.

In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy, new beam-
measurements of the PbIII and Bi IV intercombination lines
were undertaken in the THIA laboratory. The values~ob-
tained using the methods described in Ref.@7#! were consis-
tent with the Alberta results@19,20#, but in both cases the
values were one standard deviation on the long lifetime s
Since the Alberta and THIA measurements were obtai
using different accelerators, beam energies, foil thickne
etc., each approach had different advantages and disad
tages. Therefore, the two laboratories undertook a joint
study to replace the symmetric quoted uncertainties with fi
upper and lower limits. The goal was to determine whet
the two sets of measurements bracket the correct result
one of the measurements is to be preferred.

On the basis of this reanalysis, it was possible to eff
tively rule out systematic errors due to factors such as
thickness, energy loss in the foil, divergence of the ion bea
or straggling. It was also possible to utilize a comparison
results obtained by the correlated ‘‘analysis of decay curv
~ANDC! @21# method with simple curve-fitting results to s
upper limits on the lifetimes. For the intercombination tra
sitions in both ions, the nature of the cascade decay cu
incorporated into the ANDC analysis had properties that
duced the extracted lifetime from an overestimate obtai
by simple multiexponential fitting. Thus the simple fitte
value represents a firm upper limit, and simulations and te
were undertaken to ascertain whether uncertainties in
measured cascade could lead to uncertainties on the s
lifetime side.

For the singlet decays, it was confirmed that the data w
of consistently good quality, and that the lifetime values e
tracted were not significantly dependent on the method
2-3
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TABLE I. Calculated and observed energy levels~in cm21).

3P0
3P1

3P2
1P1

Z MCDHF Obs MCDHF Obs MCDHF Obs MCDHF Obs

80 37 935 37 645.080 39 709 39 412.300 44 337 44 042.977 55 250 54 06
81 49 669 49 451 52 595 52 393 61 841 61 725 76 107 75 660
82 60 653 60 397. 64 609 64 391. 79 024 78 984.6 95 535 95 340
83 71 188 70 963 76 101 75 926 96 333 96 423 114 590 114 602
84 81 421 87 235 113 973 133 698
85 91 427 98 100 132 064 153 083
86 101 207 108 704 150 652 172 847
87 110 874 119 167 169 897 193 182
88 120 460 129 526 189 876 214 186
89 129 913 139 732 210 586 235 869
90 139 281 149 838 232 126 258 338
91 148 592 159 873 254 576 281 682
92 157 863 169 856 278 008 305 976
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analysis~whether free multiexponential fitting, constraine
multiexponential fitting, or ANDC reduction!. Thus, most of
the restudy concerned attempts at improving the precisio
the triplet lifetime values.

Based on this careful reexamination, the best results
the 6s6p 3P1 lifetimes, as deduced from the THIA measur
ments, are 1762 ns for PbIII and 9.2610 ns for PbIV. For
the Alberta measurement of PbIII , the value of 14.8 ns re
mains valid, but the uncertainty is skewed slightly towa
longer lifetime. Extensive reanalysis indicates that, if sy
metric uncertainties are quoted, a value 15.261.0 provides a
better lower limit. For the Alberta measurement of BiIV, the
value 8.0 ns is a firm lower limit, and the uncertainti
should be increased slightly, to 9.061. We have combined
all of these measurements to obtain recommended value
the 6s6p 3P1 lifetimes t ~Pb III !515.260.7 ns andt ~Bi
IV!59.160.7 ns.

V. RESULTS

A. Energy levels and mixing angles

The available base of measured energy level data@22# is
presented in Table I, together with the MCDHF predictio
obtained from the calculations reported here. The small
crepancies between the theoretical and observed energy
els reflect the uncertainties in the calculation. To within the
tolerences, the magnitudes and signs of these difference
sensitive to the configurations included and to the core
larizability through their influence on the depth of the bin
ing energy of the ground state and the relative positions
the singlet and triplet systems.

The measured base of energy-level data was use
specify theLS mixing anglesu using Eq.~2!. These mixing
angles were then isoelectronically parametrized using the
ting function of Eq.~7! ~with p51.6 andC2578 deduced
from a log-log exposition!. This yieldedD50.3096~slightly
less than thej j asymptotic limit 1/A850.353 55 . . . ) and
E55.437. A plot of cot 2u vs 1/(Z278) is presented in
Fig. 1.
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The corresponding mixing angles were also compu
from the CSF amplitudes obtained from the MCDHF calc
lation. Since this was a multiconfiguration calculation, the
were more than two amplitudes to consider, but effect
mixing angles could be obtained by defining tanu1 to be the
ratio between the 6s6p 3P1 and 6s6p 1P1 amplitudes for the
higher~nominal singlet! J51 CSF, and defining cotu3 to be
the same ratio for the lower~nominal triplet! J51 CSF. The
deviation of the quantity sin2 u11cos2 u3 from unity then be-
comes a measure of the ability of the single configurat
model to include the effects of configuration interacti
through the use of effective mixing angles. These MCDH
results are shown as short-dashed curves in Fig. 1.

A comparison of the quantityR13/R11 for the Be, Mg, Zn,
Cd, and Hg sequences is shown in Table II. These calc
tions used the MCDHF program, but made the simplest ba
line computation that did not include correlation. These
sults clearly demonstrate that the correction can be negle
for the homologous systems through the Cd sequence,
become significant for the Hg sequence. The values
R13/R11 for the Hg sequence in Table II were used to co
pute the values forj using Eq.~3!, and fitted to an extrapo
lation formula using Eq.~8!. A plot of cot (2u22j) is shown
as a long-dashed line in Fig. 1.

B. Lifetimes and line strengths

A summary of the existing lifetime data@7,18–20,23–40#
for the 6s2-6s6p transitions in the Hg isoelectronic se
quence is given in Table III. The recommended lifetime v
ues obtained from the weighted averages in Table III w
converted to line strengths using wavelengths correspon
to theJ51 energies in Table I by use of Eq.~1!. These were
converted to reduced line strengths using Eqs.~4! and ~5!,
with the empirical mixing anglesu and the values ofj de-
duced from Table II. These data are presented in a plo
Z2Sr vs 1/(Z275) in Fig. 2. The solid lines represent fits
Eq. ~6!.
2-4
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TABLE II. Ratios of radial matrix elements. HereD[(R13/R1121)31000.

Charge Ion D Ion D Ion D Ion D Ion D

I Be 0.037 Mg Zn 21.99 Cd 26.74 Hg 240.2
II B 0.113 Al 0.18 Ga 10.16 In 21.30 Tl 218.2
III C 0.212 Si 0.41 Ge 1.00 Sn 10.35 Pb 212.5
IV N 0.342 P 0.61 As 1.54 Sb 1.24 Bi 210.3
V O 0.503 S 0.82 Se 1.97 Te 1.78 Po 29.20
VI F 0.682 Cl 1.04 Br 2.37 I 2.26 At 28.64
VII Ne 0.888 Ar 1.29 Kr 2.75 Xe 2.66 Rn 28.27
re
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The MCDHF calculations of the line strengths were
duced by the same procedure, using the mixing anglesu1
andu3 ~as defined above! for the resonance and intercomb
nation line strengths. The loci of these values are indica
by short-dashed lines in Fig. 2.

In terms of these linearized parametrizations, the curr
state of knowledge of the line strengths of t
6s2 1S1– 6s6p 1,3P1 transitions can be summarized very co
cisely by the simple formulas

Z2Sr~res!55670@1135.55/~Z275!#, ~10!

Z2Sr~ int!55670@1131.57/~Z275!#, ~11!

cot 2u50.309615.437/~Z278!, ~12!

R13/R1150.993120.0334/~Z279!1.6. ~13!

The values for the level lifetimes deduced from Eqs.~10!–
~13! and the inversions of Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~1! are given in
04250
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Table IV, together with the corresponding predictions o
tained from the MCDHF calculations. The wavelength v
ues quoted for 84<Z<90 were obtained for the MCDHF
calculations for theJ51 levels as listed in Table I.

The agreement between the semiempirical, the extrap
tions, and theab initio predictions provides us with goo
confidence in the accuracy and reliability of these resu
For the measured ions TlII , Bi III , and Bi IV, the systematic
isoelectronic smoothing should generally improve the ac
racy of the fitted lifetimes over those of the raw measu
ments. The fits also permit accurate extrapolations thro
the otherwise inaccessible radioactive elements.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The approximate linearities in the measured energy le
and line strength data that have been observed through
remapping as expositions of cot 2u and Z2Sr plotted vs
1/(Z2C) ~with C optimally chosen! have been verified to
.

TABLE III. Database of lifetime measurements~in ns!. Parentheses denote quoted uncertainties.

Resonance Intercombination
Ion Measurements Wt. Avg. Measurements Wt. Avg

Hg I 1.27~10!,a 1.31~8!,b 1.40~8!c 1.34~3! 125~6!,g 122~2!,h 120~2!,i 118.9~4!

1.34~12!,d 1.35~5!,e 1.36~5!f 116~5!,j 120~2!,k 114~14!,l

120.0~7!,m 115~5!,n 127~10!,o

117.4~10!,p 117~1!,q 118~2!r

Tl II 0.59~4!s 0.59~4! 39~3!s 39~3!

Pb III 0.380~21!t 0.380~21! 14.8~10!,t 15.2~10!,u 17.1~2!u 15.2~7!

Bi IV 0.243~13!v 0.243~13! 8.0~5!,w 9~1!,u 9.2~10!u 9.1~7!

aAndersen and Sørensen@23#. mKing and Adams@35#.
bLurio @24#. nOsherovichet al. @36#.
cSkerbele and Lassettre@25#. oAndersenet al. @37#.
dAbjean and Johannin@26#. pDodd et al. @38#.
ePinningtonet al. @27#. qDeech and Baylis@39#.
fJeanet al. @28#. rBarrat @40#.
gBencket al. @29#. sHenderson and Curtis@7#.
hHalstead and Reeves@30#. tAnsbacheret al. @19#.
ivan de Weijer and Cremers@31#. uThis work.
jMohamed@32#. vAnsbacheret al. @20#.
kPoppet al. @33#. wPinningtonet al. @18#.
lNussbaum and Pipkin@34#.
2-5
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TABLE IV. Lifetime predictions. Parentheses denote quoted or propagated uncertainties.

Resonance Intercombination
Z Ion lR(Å) a tR(ns) l I(Å) a t I(ns) sin(u2j)b

Expt.c SEd MCDHFe Expt.c SEf MCDHFe

80 Hg I 1849.5 1.34~3! 1.346 1.086 2537.3 118.9~4! 117.9 123.5 0.1771
81 Tl II 1321.7 0.59~4! 0.602 0.543 1908.7 39~3! 36.9 36.0 0.2307
82 PbIII 1048.9 0.380~21! 0.360 0.334 1553.0 15.2~7! 16.1 16.0 0.2725
83 Bi IV 872.6 0.243~13! 0.243 0.228 1317.1 9.1~7! 8.62 8.76 0.3065
84 PoV 748.0 0.176 0.166 1146.3 5.27 5.44 0.3417
85 At VI 653.2 0.133 0.125 1019.4 3.56 3.68 0.3675
86 RnVII 578.5 0.104 0.0979 919.9 2.57 2.65 0.3889
87 Fr VIII 517.6 0.0829 0.0781 839.2 1.94 2.00 0.407
88 RaIX 466.9 0.0671 0.0633 772.0 1.52 1.56 0.422
89 Ac X 424.0 0.0550 0.0520 715.7 1.23 1.25 0.435
90 Th XI 387.1 0.0455 0.0432 667.4 1.01 1.03 0.446
91 PaXII 355.0 0.0380 0.0362 625.5 0.853 0.865 0.456
92 U XIII 326.8 0.0319 0.0305 588.7 0.728 0.736 0.465

aMCDHF values from Table I forZ>84.
bExtrapolated forZ>84 using Eqs.~12! and ~13!.
cRecommended values from Table III.
dSemiempirical values from Eqs.~10!, ~12!, and~13!.
eMCDHF values from this work.
fSemiempirical values from Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~13!.
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persist to highZ through MCDHF calculations. These resu
extend the generality of a fact noted earlier for the Cd
quence@4#. Thus it can be concluded that for the Hg s
quence, a few accurate lifetime measurements for ions
the neutral end can be used to make accurate extrapol
and isoelectronically smoothed predictions for the 6s2 1S0
26s6p 1,3P1 transition probability rates for all members o
the sequence throughZ592.
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